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Make a Difference 

Owotaƞnaya 

Yutokca pi/po! 

Literacy- We just started Lesson 14 (A Changing World). Students are able to    

identify the impact of developments from the Middle Ages to our daily lives today. 

For example, the invention of the canon was a game changer in the Middle Ages. 

The bows and arrows and knights fighting on horseback couldn’t compete with 

this new weapon. We have been doing lots of practice with parts of speech, sub-

jects, and predicates. It takes a little longer but before every lesson we practice 

spelling the vocabulary words and creating sentences with them.  In Literacy Inter-

vention we are reading the book Dragon of the Red Dawn.  

Tuesday December 20th, 2022 my 4th grade class will be taking the Math NWEA 

Maps test in the morning.  We have been working hard on problem solving 

math word problems.  The 4th grade students are also becoming awesome writ-

ers.  We answer writing prompts every morning from 8:30-9:05.  The students 

love writing about prompts when they have to use their imagination.  We     

revise our paragraphs and make sure the grammar and spelling are good.   

Math- In Math we just started Lesson 13 (Understand Equivalent Fractions). We 

have a good grasp on multiplying two digits by two digits. We are getting better 

at long doing division with dividing by a single digit. I’m excited to see the       

improvements on the Math Maps test. My students have been working hard and 

they’re ready to do their best.   

Social Studies- We have been learning about our culture in Social Studies. We 

studied the Trail of Tears and why that walk was so devastating to the Native 

American people. We also studied and talked about the Dakota 38 and why 

those Native American people were hanged. This week were studying the Seven 

Dakota/Lakota rites Inipi, Hanblecheyapi, Wiwanyang Wachipi, Hunkalowanpi, 

Isnathi Awichalowanpi, Wanagi Yuhapi, and Thapa Wankayayapi. 








